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In 2044, solar storms have killed 99.7 % of the world's population and only 21 million people survive.
The ROC Corporation has designed and built robots called Automata Pilgrim 7000 to help to rebuild
the world. These robots have two security protocols; they can neither harm humans nor alter
themselves or other robots. When police officer Sean Wallace shoots a robot and claims that it was
altering itself, ROC insurance agent Jacq Vaucan is placed in charge of the investigation. Soon he
believes that there is a "clocksmith" illegally modifying the robots. Jacq wants to live in the coast and
asks his boss and friend Robert Bold to transfer him with his pregnant wife Rachel Vaucan to the
coast. Robert offers the possibility if Jacq resolves the case. Jacq and Wallace go to a brothel where
the modified robot Cleo attends and Wallace shoots its leg, expecting that the owner will lead them
to the clocksmith. They meet Duprè but she is not the clocksmith that is modifying the robots. Soon
Jacq discovers who is the responsible for modifying the robots but the Powers that Be in ROC believe
that Jacq is the one to be blamed. Jacq Vaucan is an insurance agent of ROC robotics corporation
who investigates cases of robots violating their primary protocols against altering themselves. What
he discovers will have profound consequences for the future of humanity. Sorry to see many people
disappointed by the movie for lacking the action and (perhaps) the iRobot type of storyline and
ultimate ending, but not every movie has to be about terminators, evil central computers etc. The
movie takes on AI the same way District 9 takes on aliens: no knights in shining armor, no worn out
shmata re-re-re-reused storyline, just a struggle. Also a big difference that instead of AI being either
an omnipotent destroyer of life or just an "evil machine" like many movies would like to portray it - a
classic foreign body in an otherwise "perfectly human" world, it shows AI as a brand new life form,
making its own decisions however weird and unentertaining they might be, and ultimately doing
whatever it takes to survive without having the plot turn into (have to say it again just one more
time!) a stereotypical battle against humans.

So due to exactly these factors the movie IMHO is a big breath of fresh air. A worthy alternative
interpretation of what AI could be and how it could fit into a world that does not exactly wish it
welcome. Being a fan of Antonio Banderas, I find many of his movies to be poorly rated. I held off
this movie because of that. But let me tell you, this movie is far from poor. It may have some clichés
and what not, but you won't realize it. It's very good and very well acted. The music is exceptional. It
amazes me that movies like this has a 30% rating on rotten while John Wick 2 which is essentially
rehashed of John Wick has a 89%. Do not follow the reviews, watch it for yourself and judge. The
performances range wildly from high (Banderas) to low (Birgitte Hjort Sørensen as Jacq’s pregnant
wife) to you-must-be-kidding (Melanie Griffith as both a scientific genius and a prostitute android).
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